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The First Conference of Arsenal Mathematicians was held 29 October 1954

with Watertown Arsenal acting as host. Colonel A. P. Taber, Ommanding

Officer at Watertown Arsenal, said words of greeting to the fifty-six members

of the Conference. Colonel P. N. illon, Ordnance Corps, Commanding Officer

of the Office of Ordnance Pesearch, served as chairman of the meeting.

Colonels Gillon and Taber pointed to specific ordnance projects needing a

high level of scientific knowledge, adding that applied mathematics plays a

vital role in many of these, and advancements in this field are needed if

high level improvements of ordnance needs are to continue.

With the one exception of the invited address by Professor P. J.

Murray of Columbia University, the talks were given tV full-time emoloyees

of six different government installations. All the .a ere covered moints

of common interests to those in attendance and. were of stch high mathemstical

caliber that a general request was made to have the manuscripts bound in a

single research report. In addition to affording an opportunity to the

speakers to present their new results, the conference permitted those in

one arsenal to see and discuss the problems faced by those in another arsenal.

Such interplay of ideas followed by ,all -row discussions is vital to

continued nw attacks on the many problems facing arsenal mathematicians.
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sent to each. Additional copies will be tramnmitted'upon request.
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WNTERTOW ARSENAL

29 October 1954

Cairman: Colonel P. N. Gillon, QO-nce Corps, Comianing Officer

of the Office of Ordnance Research

MCWI SESSION 0900 - 1150

Introductory Remarks

Stress Amlysis in all Arms Barrels (30 minutes)
Dr. A. Ramer, Springfield Arsenal

Theory of Noise Modulation (30 minutes)
Dr. P. R. Krr, Diamond Ordnance Jze laboratories

Break

Influence of Elastic Deformation on Accuracy of High Perforance
Doc eto (30 minutes)
Dr. N. J. Stewar-t, Jet Propulsion laboratory

The Application of Electronic Anlog Coputers to Probloiss
of Tnk Design (15 minutes)

Mr. T. A. Wood, Detroit Arsenal

luc 1150 - 1250

Tour of Watertown Arsenal 1250 - 1330

A00N SESSION 1330 - 1615

Problems in the Application of least Squares to ?mntion
Generator Design (30 minutes)

Dr. J. C. appert, Pnukford Arsenal

&me Typical Problems Confronting Mathematicians at the
Ballistic bsearch laboratories (,D xmntes)

Dr. S. Gorn, Aberdeen Proving Grom-n

Break

Oputation Study of Differential Equations (50 minutes)
Professor 7. J. Murray, Oomabia University
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Colonel P. N. Gillon, Chairman

MSS AALYSIS IN S4AL AH4S BAMRLS

By A. Hamer

Increased firing rates and the ever increasing severity of the

firing schedules induce conditions in barrels of smll arms weapons,

from Caliber .30 to 3Ct, which require different design and analytical

approaches from those used in the past. Vital points of new barrel

constructions are described and discussed and brief outlines of the

processes which occur within lined barrels are given in the first part

of the paper. 7he barrel stress analysis, which is the subject of the

second part, considers the thermal, shrink-fit and rifling stresses as

well as the pressure stresses, and the graphical presentation of the

total equivalent stresses facilitates the task of establishing optimum

design parameters for lihtweiht accurate barrels of extended life.

7he main portion of the address by Dr. A. Ramer can be found in

the security information paper entitled "Barrel Research, Development

and Stress Analysis at Springfield Amor." Copies of this paper may be

obtained from Springfield Amory by authorized persons.
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A NOTE ON Z= COSSriS AND AVZAME 7J3WCY

By P. R. Narr

. Introduction

The function sin(2fgot+ Y) with the constant frquency g. tin
constant angle X , and t denoting the time variable, begemel ser0
2go times per unit time. A natural question that arises Lt if in
the above expression the phase function 2wgot Is replaced by a
random function of time, at what average rate will ae.@ Ingm
occur and to what extent can this rate be ausoiated with an
Waverage frequency* of the random function? This question is
discussed in the folowing.

2. Development

We consider first the function sin(N(t)+ Y) where X is a constant
as above and N(t) is a stationary random ("noise%) function of t; in
the present paper we assume that N(t) has a Gaussian anplitude disti-
bution. To find the average numbers n, of swas of si W I(t) ) w
first find the average number of times per unit time that Ow arpsnt
N(t)+ 2r crosses the values O two iv, etae then add all these
results together, giving an infinite series, whose Sam, it is seem, is
the desired result, no.

The fundamenttal paper of Rice treats the problem of the rate o
zero-crossings of N(t). To make the calculations listed in the preceding
paragraph, we should like a formula for the expected number of *A-o eassnf,
that is, the expected number of crossings per unit time of the aDbiMtta
value RAN by the noise function N(t). It turns out that suok a feOn U
can be obtained by a simple extension of Rice's dealatiom tor the *wee
crossings. The result is

ii(o) ] u

, %(o) 23(o)

where

r is the expected number per unit time of crossings of the 'abse
"A" by N(t),
R(t) is the correlation function ot i(t),
R(t) is the second derivative of R(t) iLth respect to to
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and R(o) and 'R(o) are the values of R(t) ard 1(t) at t - 0. As is

well 1nmown, R(o) is the mean intensity of N(t), or o

Now N(t)4r has the value of A 48 when N(t) has the value of A,
so to obtain n we need to give A in *g. (1) the values 1W -1 for all
integral values of k, ard add the resulting terms. We have then

R(o) 1/2 k- exp -)2n __e : --- (2)

n2R(o) kU- - 2R(o)

Eq. (2) is a formula. to be discussed in more detail below giving n
in terms of Y , R(o) and R(o). Before considering the dependence upon
these factors however, we wish to transform (2) into a form wUioh will
exhibit specifically the "average frequency" of N(t).

We have, by the Wiener-Kinohine thm

R(t) MsN(f) coo sft df (3)

where SN is the spectral intensity or 'power spectrum' of (t) and f
denotes frequency.'

.Then

-R(t) -4w '2 t) (f) o 2wft df. (4)

Also

R(o) = sN (f) df 5

and

-R(o) - 4Wf. (6)
0 A
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Now we may introduce the "instantaneous frequsney of N(t) b7
assuming it to be expressible in the fort

N(t) * 29 g(t)dt (7)

Eq. (7) expresses the relation between N(t) and g(t) as that
between phase angle and instantaneous frequency. Since the transfer
function of a perfect integrator is 1 , we have

__ 4W2 (f ()

where Sg(f) i,.the spectral intensity of g(t).

Therefore o

-(o) - ,2 a5(f) df. (9)

Nov it in a well Imom property of stationary randon prooesses

such as S(t) that

T 
a

f g 2(t) dt aS (f) d .g2 (10)

where g2 denotes the time average (or stochastic average) of S
2

Eq. (9) therefore has the interpretation that if a noise f mution
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N(t) may be expressed as the integral of an instantaneous frequencX,
and if R(t) is the correlation faz tion of N(t), then -I(o) is 49'
times the mean square frequency g2 of N(t).

At this point we introduce the average value of the absolute value

11a (The average g is sero.) If g(t) has a Gaussian amplitude dis-
tribution, which we assume, and which is consistent with the previous

assumption that N(t) is Gaussianly distributed, then it is easily found
that

97L, W 2 Ig /2 (11)

Introducing the last two results we may now rewrite (2) in the
form

k woi
' '. k(

- ' l e- 2 W 2 cosh - ()
R(o) 2R(O) n" 1 2R(o) R(o)

An application of Poisoe rmui)to (13) gives the alternate
form

nm iI7J{ + a cos 21n (24s)

n-1

The task of numerical computation is greatly facilitated by these
two alternate forms since (1.3) converges rapidly when R(o) is smalls
while (24) is rapidly convergent when R(o) is large. Thus the two
alternate forms complement each other nicely,
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From (14) we havj the interesting result t t for large R(o),
and independently of) # n is asymptotioally 2 gla that is, twice
t average frequency (the cognomen %average frequency applied to

Timplies at course that negative and positive frequencies are re-
garded as on an equal basis). For small R(o) n is asymptotically

22

1 (o) 1 2R(o) .21(o)

In Fig. 1 there is plotted the function lT for various values
of R(o) and * . It will be seen that n can be greater than 2Ij as
well as lesa. The influence of Y becomes rapidly dissipated as R(o)

increase. , In fact Pi sho u that even for R. U2 n is already
essentially equal to 21 i

ne may ask, what is the value of n when averaged over I I
form (14) is convenient for examining this question, fte now Tat all
the oos 21n term drop out upon averaging and we are left with

nay. 2 . - °so (1/)

* 3

Thus the average value of n is the same as the asymptotic value for
high mean intensity R(o)9 namely twice the average frequency* Thus fo
either of these conditions the concept Waverage instantaneous frequenc1
is useful and valid, since the expected.number of zero crossings is twice
the average frequency. This is an intu tively satisfying generalisation
of the corresponding result for si2( godt * j that is under the

conditions indicated, if go in the preceding expressJ %a replaces. y

g(t) then the result n - 2go is generalised to n 21g1 or nav a 2Tgj.

3. Sur rroary

An expression is derived for the expected rate n of zero crossings
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of the function sin[N(t) + *)s where N(t) is a stationary, Gaussianly
distributed, random or "noiseW function with zero mean. The expression
for n involves (o), the second derivative with respect to t of the
correlation function R(t) of N(t) at t a 0, R(o), and X , When N(t)
is expressed as the integral of a instantaneous frequency function
g(t), in the form N(t) * 2 g(tidt, R(o) may be expressed in terms of

Tji, the average value of I gig The resulting expression for n is pro-
portional to Igi, the proportionality factor being a function of 2 and
R(o), the mean intensity of N(t). When R(o) is large, this factor is,
closely equal to 2 for any value of 2 , while for any value of R(o),
the value of this proportionality factor averaged over all values of 2
is exactly 2. These results are in pleasing analogy with the case in
which g(t) is replaced by the constant go, in which case n is 2go. Thus
the concept of "average instantaneous frequency' is a useful one in the
sense that the ratio of 2 that holds between n and the fixed frequency
g also holds between n and the average frequency IgI if either of the
aove conditions is considered. If R(o) is small and averaging over
is not allowed, the situation is less simple. Details are given in
formulas and in Fig. 1.

4. Acknowledgements
This werk was stimulated by discussions with Mr. B. M. Horton who

has been interested for some time in the concept of "average frequency'.

Most of the numerical work associated with Fig. 1 was performed by
Mr. C. Morrisono

(1) S 0 Rice, Bell Telephone System Monograph 1589, p. 57.
N. Wiener, Acta Math. 55, 117 (1930).
Morse and Feahbach 6Mthods of Theoretical Physics" p. 467.
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Figur Ia. VS for various values of R~o

I 0t

Figure l b. - VS Rio) for various values ofY
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nuumO OF MASTIC WOfl4ATION

ON ACCUEA.Y OF EIZ U WORMS

By H. J. Stewart

The paper presented by Dr. H. J. Sewart contained some material abstracted

from reports having a Confidential classification. Those interested in pursuing

further the subject matter he discussed are referred to the following articles

1. JnL Publication No. 24, IV J. Z. Froehlich (1953).

2. JPL Progress Report No. 20-250, by I. Statler (In publication).

3. JPL Progress Report No. 2D-251, ty J. Lorell (In publication).

-
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TUC US CP ANAIG CO(GTIW

nT ISIG OF MIITAY UOIM

By Tbmas Wood

7he development of military tanks, like other auto-

motive vehicles, depends not only on mathematical computa-

tion bit also on a procedure based on construction of models

and extensive tests. It has not been unusual to construct

complete vehicles, subject these to severe laboratory and ardu-

ous road tests, only to discover that the new design may not

have contributed materially to the desired performance character-

istics of the vehicle. Add to this a shortage of trained

personnel capable of conducting a mathematical analysis and it

can be radily understood ft costs of Wmering de~wIaPmt

mm grow out of proportion.

!Imzks to electronics, relatively low cost, hi&h wpod

alog computers have beccme available. Thgineers at the Det-

roit ArsezLl recognized the possibilities of this instrument

and now utilize the computer in the early stages of the develop-

ment of a complete vehicle or its complex components. Te

advantages which result from this raMid analytical investip-

tion over the time conriing, tedious and costly man=ul com-

putations are numerous, but more important is the fact that

new ideas and design principles can be investigated almost as

rapidly as they we conceived.
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The comnuter makes it possible to economically determine

the feasibility of a design without constructing expensive

models and conducting extensive laboratory tests which are

often destructive. Moreover, it helps the engineer to de-

termine the design principles which offer the most promising

avenues of investigation. In cases vere uncertainty exists

concerning the values of parameters, the computer aids in de-

finin the limits within which the parameters can vary to

produce satisfactory results. This feature is not only sadan-

tageous in design and development, but is also of extreme

value in establishing tolerances on vehicle parts which have

been approved for production. This prevents the costly man-

facture of precision parts for a system in which precision is

not necessary for performance.

An analog computer, as its name implies, is an electronic

instrument capable of mking high speed mthematical calcu,-

lations, once the pbysical behavior of a device has been

described and formulated into mathematical statements. This

can be done because the behavior of most physical systems can

usually be expressed in terms of mathematical equations and

graphs. Won the mathematical or graphical statements become

available and the various elements (multiliers, integrators,

etc.) of the computer are connected in a manner analogous to

the equations, the computer will perform the appropriate mathe-

atioml operations.
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Tiie more frequent fundamental operations performed IT

analog computers are:

1. Multiplication Vy a constant.

2. Integration of qu&. titie with respect to
time.

3. Multiplication of variables.

The operational amplifier is the basic building block

of the computer. Te various operations which it perfoms

depends on the impedances that are placed In the feedtack alnd

Input circuits of the amplifier. All the *tsical, pmrters

are expressed in ten of voltages.

To illustrate the method by which the operational

amplifier of the oomputer functions as a multiplier, let u

arm* that (71pn' 1) the pin 0 of the xaplifter approadme

11 II

0 A AWAA 0 0IR8

3 II AWugIII me

as A

IPIUIR& 1 - MULIVLICATMO BY A COINSTANT
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To get a finite voltage ot. of the amplifier at B we must not

have any voltage at oin1t O; hence Eg will be zero. In a

practical case we may use a gain in the order of 200,000

which makes Eg not zero but of such magn.tude that. it can be

neglected. By placing resistors R2 and RI in the feedback

and input circuits respectively, the amplifier is said to be

'patched" for multiplication. As an excample, let us set the

operational amplifier to multiply by tuo by placing a one

megobn resistor In the feedback, and a .5 megohm resistor in

the input. The operation is performed because arix voltage k1

impressed at A across "he input resistor RI causes a mrrent

I1 to flow in the input circuit. A fundamental electrical

theorem (KirchDoff s law) states that the algebraic sum of the

currents that meet at any junction is zero. Therefore

11 + 12 + 1. must equal to zero. Ig is the current drawn IV

the grid of the operational amplifier and is on the order of

-1010 ampere,, therefore, it can be neglected. ThS 12 must

be equal in magitude and opposite in sign to I1 to make the

sn equal to zero. This produces a sip- change across the

amplifier and will induce a v:ltage 3o %ich is of opposite

siga an& twice k. T s is bre because 12 is equl 1. LL

Al1±swcl Hence, B. totwioe El. Tomualtiplb17and k s .l %.

az constant, it is necessary to select the appropriate R1.

( i is usually kept at . megolm).
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Figure 2 illustrates the method of "patching" the operationml

amplifier for use as an integator.

ACs

A I
4-0

at i

- .a U

'II U l

Ie

3, us - imum
P1011U3 li . ruaII ION

IV placing a I m kaw resistor in the Inptt circuit (RI)

aM a on miroama capacator (02) in the feadlack circuit,

the operational amplifier will generate the time Integrl of

an inpat voltage X1 . Apin using lirchoffIs law w e

that the voltage at A, called 21, produces a current 11 to

flow through resistor R1 . In order to eatisfy the law that

the algebraic aim of the currents which met at ay junction

Is equal to mera, 12 must be equal in magnitude and opposite

in sign to Il. To produce this current 12 the voltage 2

across 02 oust be increased at a constant rate; hence E is
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the integ~ral ofr

Fleure 3 shows thait the'slope of HO In dependenit upon tho ratio
or 02 and R1. Therefore, w~e can both interate and multiply
by a oonst~int with this arrunc~erent.

Lultiplioutioa of two varia~bles can be porfornied by mas
of a servo systems
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AMPUFLER 3
UAWO MOTOR

In ftwe )4 the vaiable 11 produces an output daft intim

whos aw,'~ position varies with respect to time exactly

as El. The oLtptt dlaft controls the position of the an

of a potentiometer across wib the variable %2 Is applied.

Th voltage on the arm Is a fratiosal part of the applied

Although the possibility of using an arAlog computer

for design aid development of military vehicles was apparent,

there was no w of determining the accuracy Inherent In

this partioula type of smulation. Por this reason, &

reearch program was instituted at the Willow Ibn Research

Center, unler contract with the Detroit Arsenal. 7h
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piarpose of the research was to correlate the response of an

actual tank suspension system with that of a simulated tank.

An M47 tank, weighing approximately 49 tons, me select-

ed for experiments in order to correlate the simulated con-

ditions with the experimental data. The features of the turk

are Shown in Figuxe 5.

-A" Me". iM

W~. U~WS 0 V SUPINSO~ S eIU

The&V hlissportw Sho twelve ra elS, Asixo ahs
Themr >el w tahd otehl ho~ o e
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shock absorbers, and torsion bars which in effect act as springs.

Volute springs, or bump stops, as they are commonly called, are

installed to limit the deflection of the wheel assembly with respect

to the lull. Attached to road wheels 1, 2. 5 and 6 are shock

Absorbers whose function is to dam-n out motion of the hull. To

increase the mobility of the tank over rowii terrain, a track Is

provided on each side of the tank.

Th field tests consisted of ruining the tank at various

speeds (2 to 20 mph) over two types of road obstacles. One

obstacle was a 12" and 12' timber, and the other an Inrerted.

V ramp 1 long and 8" high, as shown in figure 6.

U.L

/I"r

-we-0CCN14 M 0"11T



NOTESI
1. Positive direction of ferce and displacement Is assumed upwrd. PON"iv direction

of mome nt and angle Is assumed clockwise.
2. Ueeronce peilen of hull and each wheal Is vertI peshlon of eo" Owe N Ak

were restng on level ground end had ne weight. Refrece

of "ONl

044

Y3a
9 C. 0.

Fi.I SCEAI U NTTO 2TUTAKSS SO SY6TE
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Data pertinent to the motion of the wheels and bill were

recorded on motion pictures from which the pitch angle and

vertical displacement of the bull and each of the road %buels

could be measured.

Even a cursory analysis of the functioning of this

suspension erstem makes it obvious that to take into account

all effects would require a computer setup of formidable

size with increased time and cost. To keep the simulation

witlin reasonable limits, it was therefore desirable to

look for simplifying assumptions which would not seriously

affect the accuracy of the results. To accomplish this, the

tank we considered as a solid body in space which has two de-

grees of freedom. The two degrees of freedom which were con-

stdered in the slavlation of the U47 tank for th miog

compater were:

1. Vertical motion of the center of gravity
(usually called bounce).

2. Rotational motion (usually called pitch) about
a transverse axis running horizontally through
the center of gravity of the tank.

In the simulation (Figure 7), the hull of the tank we

considered to be a rigid mass coupled to six masses (heels)

' v six sprins (torsion bars plus volute springs) and four

dapers (shock absorbers). 7hese six masses were, in turn,

.zpported above the road tr six springs an. dampers represent-

ing the spring and dumping effect of the rubber tires and track.
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Only six heels and half the mass of the tank were considered

since it uas assumed that the tank is Wmmetrical about a

longitudinal vertical plane.

In general, it is convenient to start with an over-

simplified simulation and make further refinements with their

attendant complications as the need becomes evident. The

major assumptions which were finally found to be satisfactory

were not all determined in advance, but grew out of the

correlation work itself. Careful observation of the test

results gave clues to the factors which should not be

neglected for realistic simulation. For example, it Mas con-

venient in the initial comruter stutlies to assume that the

wheels did not leave the ground. However, observations from

the motion picture records clearly established the imprtane

of simulating this effect.

The assumptions concluded and used are as follows:

(1). The track has only minor effects on the hull

response and if necessary may be neglected in the

simulation. The only effect of the track included

in the simulation %as the modification which results

from the action of the track as it affected the

vertical motion of the road wheels when they moved

onto and off the timber.

(2). The spring effects of the torsion tas and

the bunp stops act in a vertical direction only and
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are represented by a curve of force versus deflection

me up of a series of straight-line sepents as

shwn in Pigure 9.

(3). Thew shock absorber dbaracteristics can also

be represented 1V vertical components only, using

curvs made up of a series of straight-line spents

ais also shown in Figure 9.

(14). The horimontal forces on the tank can be zieg

looted.

The amlog computer determined the motion of the hull In

pitch, and the vertical deflection, as functions of time by

making use of equations expressing the following nathmatical

relaptions.

(i).- The smof the vertical forces on the hull is

equal to the mass of the hull times its vertical

acceleration. The vertical forces ares those dxu

to the torsion bars, the volute springs, the shock

absorbers, and gravity.

(2). The am of the moments about the pitch axis

through the center of gravity is equal to the mont

of inertia of the hull with respect to its center of

gravity times the angular acceleration of the hull.

(3). ThMe deflection of each road wheel with respect

to the hull is a function of (a) the vertical position

of the road %isel. (b) the vertical position of the
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center of gravity of the hull, (c) the pitch anle

of the bull, and (d.) the known gwmtr7 of the

suspension.

(M). The suimation jf vertical forces on each road

wheel is equal to the mass of the wheel times its

vertical acceleration. The vertical forces on each

wheel are those due to the torsion bar, the volute

spring, the shock absorber and the reaction due to

the spring and the dcmping properties of the robber

in the track and tire.

h equations resulting from the above mathematical re-

lations are shown in fiare 9, and figure 10 show the @do-

stlo diagrm of the vehicle simulation.

As a means of comparing the real tazk with the skmd&W

tmk, under the least complicated conditions, decs vere

mods of hull pitch and vertical deflection under static oon-

ditions. Tse data were obtained tV riding the tank =nto

an obstacle, allowing it to come to rest, and then mee=iu

pertinent distances, from which vertical displacement and

pitch of the hull could be determined. Oomparing these

measured quantities with the simulated values provides a

check on the validity of the computing technique for the stoe-

state conditions. This comparison is shown for the cas of

the 12-in.h square obstacle In Jiere 11, where pitch and wrti-

cml displacement are plotted for different horiuontal locatioms
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of the tank with respect to the bump. It can be seen that

the correlation between real and simulated values is, for the

most part, within the limits of the meamement errors.

An exmple of the correlation of the dynamic response

of the tank for runs over the inverted V ramp at 20 fps is

shown in Pipr 12. Zie correlation of the response of the

tank for runs over the 12" square timber is also shown in

Pigare 12.

In addition to the work on tank suspension systems,

considerable effort has been experded on the simulation of

tank gun control systems and cmponents. Special attention

has been given to the problem of stabilizing the tank gun in

space. It has been possible to predict with reasonable accaw

the performance of a given gm stabilization system when

coupled to the aforementioned suspension simulations. The

addition of a pictorial presentation of target and sight-field,

along with the necessary controllers, permits the human gunner

to be included in the overall simulation. A simulation such

as this allows the vehicle to be evaluated as a complete,

dymnmic fighting unit. Such an evaluation is of much greater

value than attempting to evaluate the individual components

alone.

Another problem in which the analog compater has been

useful is in the suspension of hig-inertia guns and turrets

on moving bulls. In cases where gun or turret inertia is
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extremely high, it becomes difficult to "hold" the gun or

turret relative to the hull while moving over rough terrain.

This problem has been overcome by the use of resilient men-

bers between hnll and gun. The design of these resilient

members is closely tied in with the vehicle suspension and

gun control system. Simulation of the suspension, gun, and

resilient mount as allowed the determination of design para-

meters which would otherwise have had to be determined fran

vehicular tests.

Atperimental work is also in progress to provide the

hman gunner a movable seat arrangement which will accept in-

puts from the simulation and mpart the vehicle motion to

the gunner. It is recognized that the effectiveness of the

g uer (and other crew members) is affected by vehicle motion.

The ability to study these effects under controlled conditions

will be of great value.

Also planned is a function generator to impart a realistic

terrain function to the simulation. Topographical maps of

various terrains in different parts of the world where tank

warfare is contemplated would be reproduced and studied.

A word of caution may be appropriate. The analog cm-

puter is an instrunent capable of solving numerous simultan-

eous equations which result from effectively isolating each

component system, and usually, the equations for such component

systems are of the second order and the number of these
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equations is of no consequense because the computer will eliminate.

the time neces try to solve them. However, the application of an

electronic scmputer to the solution of an engineering problem deperds

on the avsilability of nxuerical data. Hence, effectiveness of the

computer approach will depend on the completeness and validity of

these data. This is not as disadvnitageous as it may seem. let us

assame that a radically new system is to be analyzed, that the informa-

tion may be incomplete, am& requires extensive extrapolation. In this

case the computer will provide qualitative results as to the amount and

manner in which each design variable affects the system's 1 erformance.

The simulation will indicate the desiGn of the system which has optiunm

characteristics, but will not provide an absolute measure of performance.

Oe foregoing research yrogem verified that the results ootaine,1

by the ecmpater were malid and within limits for the design and develop-

ment of problems involved in iarious types of wheeled and tracked vehicles.

Wile it is true that compL:ter techniques will save an enormous

amount of time and money whichnnormally would be spent in construction

cost and laboratory tests, much more could be accomplished if more

engineers were adept in correlatirg the physical reaction of structures

in terms of graphical data. This difficulty was encountered and vas

solved by developing a "almuscope". This is a visual aid which pre-

sents a reproduction to scale of the motion of the ball and *weels

as the vehicle goes over an obstacle at different speeds.

In view of the claims which have been made, one onders %

computers are not used more frequently. The reasons are:
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1. A lack of knowledge of just what computers can do to solve

problems in a particular engineering field. The automatic

computing field is a relatively new one and the "word" has

not been passed on to everyone.

2. A mistaken idea as to the cost of ccomuting equipment.

hgineers who have not bad time to become familiar with

computers feel that it takes "a million dollar mchine"

to solve vroblems. 2iis is not the case at all. If one

were to hazard a guess on the cost of a machine to solve

a particular problem it vould probably go something lie

this: where computers are applicable, the cost of the

comnuting equipment would be much less than one costly

"gestimate" where the entire desiGn has to be scrapped

after the pilot model is mamI.ctured, and in marq cases

the cost is less than anging major components in the

experimental systems.

It can be expected that as engineers become aware of the

numerous applications of the computer in their respective fields,

they will begin to use them to fuller advantage. Perhaps as the

novelty of the equipment wears off and the word "computern ceases to

be aynon ymous with mystery and complexity the analog compter will

command widespread use in engineering organiztions of both goverment

and industry.
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PROBLEM IN THE APPLICATICN OF IEAST SqUARIB

TC 7FNCTICN G2MERATOR DESIGN

By John G. Tappert

A function generator is a circuit or network used in an analogue computer

to store, and exhibit on demand, a predetermined relationship between a number

of variables. Consider the relationship,

f (y, x , x 2 ,... Xn ) 2 0.

A function generator used to solve this relationship would have the property

of exhibiting, in analogue form, the value of y which satisfies the given

equation whenever a set of x's are introduced in their appropriate analogue

form. Normally, it is required that the relationship be satisfied only in a

limited domain and within a specified accuracy. Further, in computed applica-

tions, the functional relationships are limited to those which are single

valued and have finite first derivatives of the dependent variable.

Function generators are essential to many military computers. Practical

design of such circuits requires that efficient use be made of available cam-

puting elements. One of the most simple, yet extremely versatile computing

elements is the function of a single variable. That is, an arbitrary function

of a single variable is, in most cases, easily anJ reliably instrumented to a

high degree of accuracy. It is reasonable, then, in designing a function

generator involving many variables to attempt to approximate the desired

functional relations by combinations of functions of single variables. 7his

paper will deal with the mathematical problems involved in the determination

of optinun functions of single variables in higher order curve fitting.

The techniques for applying the principle of least squares to curve fitting

problems, in the case where a finite number of parameters are to be optimised,

are well known. If the residuals con be expressed as linear functions of the
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parameters to be determined, then these parameters can be determined by solving

a set of linear equations. In our present problem, the unknowns are functional

relationships rather than coefficients of known functions. However, the former

is readily reduced to the latter by defining the functional relationship in

terms of a finite number of parameters.

Let us consider an example along with a typical set of conditions. lot

there be a relation

Yi a f (Xis x2t x3)# (1)

which is to be instrumented in the form

Y2 " rl (xl) + F2 (x 2 ) + F3 (x3). (2)

It is desired to determine the functions "it r2, r3 which minimize

-fY2 " 1)2 dxl dx2 d3 (3)

over some specified domain in X-space. However, no explicit analytic expression

for (1) is knowni but it is possible, at considerable cost in time and labor, to

determine sets of data which satisfy the relation* Further, the procedure

employed in deriving these sets of data does not permit direct choice of specific

values of x's or y; thus, the available data is irregularly spaced in all

variables.

It might seem reasonable, under these conditions, that if we took a repre-

sentative set of data and replaced the integral (3) by a summation, the problem

could be solved. But suppose, for example, that among the selected data points

no two values of say, x1 were identical. Then, as far as the data are concerned,

y could unambiguously be represented as a function of x, alone, and a solution

with all the residuals vanishing would be obtained by making 72 and 7 constants.

Such a solution obviously would, in general, not satisfy the condition (3) and

therefore would not be satisfactory.
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These conditions, then, are not sufficient to solve the problem. It is

necessary, as it always is when we expect to define continuous functions by a

finite number of points, to assume that the functions have that rather ill-

defined characteristic of being 'well behaved". For our present purpose, we

can say that function is 'well behaved' if it has no structural peculiarities

that are not revealed by the available data. This property of Owell-behavednese'

is akin to the property of continuity in that it is a local characteristic,

involving only the relation of data points in a finite but limited region.

We are, then, faced with a two-fold problem:

a. To define a functional relationship in terms of a finite number of

parameters.

be To define a functional relationship in such a manner that it is

locally *well-behaved' at every point, without imposing restrictions

on its gross shape.

1here are, undoubtedly, many ways in which these two conditions can be

not reasonably well. The method that has been employed successfully at

Frankford Arsenal consists of defining the function in terms of a finite

number of cardinal values and a low order interpolation law. The procedure

in defining a function of x would be as follows:

Normalize the variable, x, so that its excursion is bounded by convenient

cardinal numbers, say, 0 to 10, and define the value of the function at all

the cardinal points of the argument by a parameter. 7hen the function would

be caupletely defined by

7 (N + k) a. r .

where the F's are the cardinal value parameters, the a's are the interpolation

coefficients, and the argument is written as a cardinal number, N, plus a

decimal fraction, k. In the case of Lagrangian interpolation, the numerical

values for the a's depend on k only and their assignment as coefficients of
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specific F's depends only on N.

This procedure obviously defines a functional relationship in terms of a

finite number of parameters; the low order interpolation law adequately controls

the Owell-behavednessO of the function; and the fact that with low order inter-

polation all ' * coefficients vanish except those for the cardinal values in the

immediate neighborhood of the argument limits the restrictions imposed by this

definition on the gross shape of the function.

The problem of optimizing functional relationships can, therefore, be

reduced to the problem of optimizing constants, and this problem in turn is

amenable to solution by known conventional methods.

Mperience has shown that difficulties can aris if certain precautions

are not taken. Some of these are discussed below.

It is very desirable to define the mathematical problem in such a manner

that the solution is unique. Consider a stucture

y a fl (xl) " f2(x2) '

and let f and f20 be functional relations which result in a aim of the squares

of the residuals which no other functions can reduce. Then there ar a whole

set of functions,

f I¢X 1' k fo 10¢X I

f2 (X) f20 (X)

which give identically the same residuals. These solutions are, of course,

identical as far as a computer designer is concerned, but are different solu-

tions mathematically, and therefore leave things indetem inate. This type of

difficulty can usually be eliminated by reducing the number of parameters by

one, and defining the function at one of the cardinal values in tems of anothWe

f, (N2 ) a fl (N) + Constant.
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This fixes the scale of the fI function without restricting its shape, and

eliminates the multiplicity of equivalent solutions. In more complicated

structures, the possibilities of such multiple solutions may be less obvious,

and their elimination, without imposing unnecessary restrictions, can call

for considerable ingenuity.

Every effort should be made to reduce to a minimum the number of undeter-

mined parameters required to define a function generator structure. Mhis not

only reduces the amount of labor required, but also provides the best insurance

that the solution is not unduly influenced by the particular finite selection

of data which are taken to represent a bounded continuum.

A designer, in setting up a structure to be investigated, usually has a

fair idea of the general form of the functions which will be required for it.

Say, for example, that there is reason to believe that one of the functions

will turn out to be something like the tangent of an angle, betwem 00 and

85. That is,

f () tan x.

To adequately represent such a function with a low order interpolation law

would require closely spaced pArameter values in the region of large values

of x, but could tolerate wide spacing in the region of mall values of x.

Considerable economy of parameters can be realized by a change of variable,

f (x) 1 g (tan x).

Since the g function would be alkost linear, it presumably could be adequately

defined by a small number of parameters and still retain the advantage of a

low order interpolation law. Alternative ways of handling this, when the

change in variable is not convenient, mount to breaking up the undetermined

function into two terms or factors, one of which is predetermined. Thus,

there in no loss in generality in defining

f (x) 9 tan x +g, (x),
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or

f Wz a tanx * g2 Wx.

Here, again, fewer parameters would be required to adequately define gor9

than would be required to define fe
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MG1 I!PCAL PWELU(S CBP
XAMWUICIA AT RM

By ul Oorn

ITV ION

At two other meetings sponsored by the Office of Ordnance Research,
namely the Symposia of April 1953 and Aril l954 in New York and Mdicgo
respectively, there were talks on subjects similar to the one I am called
upon to discuss today. Since Dr. lotkin, who &ve the address in New York,
and Professor A. A. Bennett, who spoke in Chicago, were both, like qself,
connected with the Computing laboratory of the Ballistic Research
laboratories at Aberdeen Proving Ground, it might seem that they have
suddenly discovered some big gap in their discussions for me to expani
upon.

This they definitely did not do.

And yet I am sure that they would both agree that the automatic, hi
ored, digital computers have ha such a dramtic effect on both our
a ili tyto solve our problems and our attitude on bow to do so that this
effect will bear describing again and again.

However, you will understand why, in this description, I coose
different exnples from theirs.

Both referred to the variety of machines, including 31bac, Muwc,
Ordvac, etc., and Dr. lotkin described their main characteristics.
Professor Bennett described the variety of application and lr. Xtkin
gave their mathematical categories. Finally, Professor Bennett gave the
percentage of computing time devoted to each class of application and
spoke about the effect of high speed computers on mathematics itself.

I want to touch upon the sources and nture of the requests for our
services.

Within L we get problems from the lbxerior Ballistics laboratory,
The Interior Ballistics laboratory, The Ballistic Neamarements labortory,
The Terminal Ballistics laboratory, The Weapon 1stms laboratory, azd
problems from the Computing laboratory itself.

Almost one third of the projects are concerned with computations of
firing and bombing tables. From exterior ballistics come mw data
reduction problems involving emoothing, least equere fitting, and the
like, as well as a number of air flow problems. Interior ballistics
has been yielding problems in the determination of trajectories, burnin
rates, and molecular structures. Beside sous data reduction problems,
ballistic measurements give ese to various theoretical problems concerned
with measuring vrtems. We will see an exple in a moment. Termn l
ballistic problems give rise to a host of theoretioal studies involving
elasticity, penetrability, fraosentation, and distribution of fraeets.
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The problems of weapon systems ezaluation are largely.concerned with
probability, statistics, and game theory. Pinally, in addition to the
firing and bombing tables, The Canputing laboratory has many problems,
mathematical and logical, not directly tied to specific computations,
concerned with efficient use of the high speed computers. More will be
said on this subject later.

The sources of problems outside N are the arsenals, other Goverment
installations, Goverinent contractors, and universities. From the areenals
we have been getting large data reduction problems, often by com'nlicated
least squares procedures, and computations of complicated. trnjectories;
other problems from Government installations and Government contractors
have involved computations of xmplicated multiple integrals, high
precision solutions of complicated. numerical equations, boimdary value
)roblems, and solutions of medium sized systems of linear equations.

Problems from -ure mathematical research come to us by way of research
contracts atiarded IV the Office of Ordnance Research itself. An
exanple of t1his type will also be touched upon shortly.

AN I OR BALLISTICS PFLE

An exmple of how an advanced mathematical viewpoint can aid in the
choice of an economical computing method by examining the variables in
a range in which they are phsically meaningless is the following. The
interior ballisticians, in studying the motion of a projectile within a
Sn after the charge has burned out, have a pIsiaml model leedAi to
the tnjectsy equation:

whre ' is a constant in tke neighborhood of 1.3 and .and (4are
dimensionless quantities related reqectively to the free volume behind
the proJectile and the projectile velocity. It is desirable to have a
table of solution curves for various sets of initial conditions
corresponding to different guns, different charges, different projectile
weights, etc. From the very statement of the problem it is evident that
the equation mast be pbVsical3y meaningless in a neighborhood of x.1 0
aM, id$eod, the computed values are only of pk'sical interest in the
raw1

.a

Nevertheless, to choose an efficient orpinization of the computation calls
for a view *in the large" of all the solutions in the x, u - plane, %hoe
distribation is greatly influenced by the nature of the singularity at
the origin. By an overall analysis of the type much used in non-linear
ieclmics one can quikly sketch the family of solutions from the mtue
of the singularity, the zero isocline, the infinite isoclins, and the
locus of inflections; all thee may be detemined directly frum the
Senstion. Me situation is zpwl4y imried in the
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SKETCH OF SOLUTIONS OF u u

FIG. I
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Because of this view of the solutions, it was decided to organiza the
numerical solution by machine by 1. -beginning each solution at

u a x2 9 , proceeding to the right until ul' -1. 2. - Witching variables
and continuing on to the edge of the desir4 region, 3. - proceeding leftI

from the same initial point in the same way switl-Ing when u - 1. This
procedure was carried out automatically,

A BALLISTIC MEASURBDM3TS PX-BUCM

The physicists concerned with ballistic measurements sometimes measure
a distan,-e by sending out a radio signal, frequd ncy-modulated by a number
of differat tones. The signal is automatically returned from the object
whose distance is being measured, and the phase differences in the
differen'" mrulating frequencies, also called range channels, are used
like the dial readings on a gas meter to give, so to speak, successive
decimal digits in the distance. When, however, there are superfluous
return signals, due to such things as unwanted reflections, a distortion
of these range channels is the result, causing an error in the estimate
of distance. To get an ide of the magnitude of such errors, a simplified
model with one unwanted reflection was assumed, and the reflected signal
was supposed to have a strength as large as that of the direct signal
itself.

The Computing Laboratory had, then, to produce accurate answers to

the following:

Find the phase shiftsO, andV2%, for two values of the
deviation ratio, P, and eight values each of 00 , aid

1 , having the following meanines -

0 a carrier phase lag at the receiver of the reflees

wave relative to the direct wave,

v - a quantity proportional to the path difference

- a quantity connected with phase laS between nodlating
frequezwies,

where U, and U2 are given by.
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There are essentially nnerical equations, although the inter-
mediate variables Mi must be integers. For different assigned
integers for M, the last equation must be solved for B to yield
a corresponding Di. The main problem is essentially one of organiz-
ing the arrangement of solution of somewhere in the order of 10,000
euch equations in such a way that the answers are properly grouped
to find Gi, , G2 , and E2 and henceu 1 aznd . This combination of
bookeepin a! traffic control with combuted ntermediate results is
one of the main capabilities of the automatic high speed machines.
The nwnerical methods adopted wuld have taken a silled and tireless
band computer at least one man year. less tban thirty hours of machimn
time was actually involved.

A STATISTICAL PMIMI

In evaluating the effectiveness of a gun and ammunition it is
customary to use the standard deviation frem the mean point of Impact,
both in range and deflection. Sample variances or standard deviations
are customarily used to estiate the corresponding population parameters.
However, in order to reduce the effect during raige firing of shifts in
the mean point of Impact due to wind, A. A. Bennett around 1919 proposed
that successive differences in the observed ranges and deflections be used
to obtain estimates of the aforementioned pareters. This ha led to the

oblem of compating the prolxbilit distribution of such sample statstos
as:

4- a p ho r

,, .her
I an

/tittl-, /V17 a 4 p=c,..P..,

aind th., Xi are ir,0ev ,dent ran,'i samples from a normal popuirtloi..

It is desizable to have tables of these distributions for suple sizes,
n, from 3 to 25, and order of difference, p, from 1 to 5. The distributions
themselves were completely characterized tV von Nemann as long ap as 1941;
the problem is to choose a reasoable method of cputing them,
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At least nine methods, ranging from the mnive-at-not-to-be-1iored
to the sophisticated, have been considered. The method being investigated
at present is somewhat typical in that it probab y would not hey been
considered if the high-speed, automatic machines heA not been available.

First an orthogonal transformation is applied to reduce the problem
to that of computing the distribution of

1--? 2. .3hp -
Z51 " J,'

the obarmcteristic values, Bi, for the various n wAa p have been ocspated.

The method under consideration begins with Yon Irmnn' s relation for
the probability density, 7 (), applicable then a i even:

0 ~if Vis even, ...... --F,.-

for o <p [ < 1

la a ibtokL of I' (P) aed Its i/h-i derivatives. *m a -u'69 vwd look
as followe:
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If one expands the non-zero expression for the m-- -lst derivative
of F (P) into fractional power series about each oi tIe singular points,
ByP the radius of convergence will be the smaller of BV - B .1 and By 1 - BV

Integrating these series term by term should permit us to advance along the
P-axis by a method of analytic extension applied to al the derivatives
simultaneously down to F. In all, this will call for the use of almost
7500 power series and almost as many polynomials, which should be handled
automatically in inberrelated groups to economize on the requiremnts for
simultaneous storage of coefficients.

A PROBLEM FROM MATHEMATICAL NESEARCH

The following problem concerned with the theory of algebraic numbers
came to us from the Office of Ordnance Research in support of a contract
it had awarded. A number f is called a cubic algebraic number if it
satisfies an equation of the form:

solutions,, the conjugae of 4 and

j= ~5*,rI called the trace of 4

#a called the norm of

t, t, and N rational nuxbers, and

f satisfies no such equation of lower degree.

If t, t, and N are also integers, f, is an integral algebraic number'.
If, in addition N -_t 1, is call4 a unit. Like the numbers . 1,
units divide exactly the 6ther algebraic integers of their domain.

Professor H. Cohn of Wayne University designed an algorithm
which within a cubic field produces PamW algebraic integers with 11
norms, and mist yield at least one unit. It begins with a auitaby chosen
three bV four matrix of algebraic numbers

P1 a1 81
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with sign pattern

and P Q + R + - 0

One c.,i choose a column, add it to a second, and subtract it from a third.
Of the twenty four possible results, between three and six will maintain
the sign pattern, and the algorithm consists in branching out from these
by the same process. However a matrix is the end of its line if some
suitable rearrangement of its rows and coluns makes its rows individually
proportional to those of a predecessor. The factors of ps otionality
are units.

In order to make more modest demands on storage the sponsor replaced
this branching algorithm by one whose results appeared in a linear order.
The new algorithm was to be applied to the so-called 'oyolic cubic
fields with prime conductor t , beginning with matrices simply related to
the solutions of:

32 16/ a prim latspr*

y*'T) - 'twhere

am- / >0 are

the uniquie solutions of e1~

It was fQund possible, using about a thousand stoas positions an
one of our machines to carry out all operations exactly except for those
required to verify the sign patterns of the matrices. If the machims
had more internal storage available, these sign disorLidntions ould
also have been made inependent of approwdintions. As it was, autowtio
error controls were carried along with the computations.

The fact that the essential computations could be carried out to
what is effectively infinite precision to produce soe 3500 a.1ebraI
Integers together with their deteradning equatn for all palms7
up to 500 was made possible by the use of the so-called 'strwtue
constants'
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By use of the.e, every integer forr.d and it defining e4uation could
be given as follows:

a, b, and c rationial integers,

/V ja-i--f
where 2q - V

This problem thus had the interesting and paradoxical feature of
including both infinite precision computations and automatic error
analyses,

THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF OR3ANIZING MACHINE USE EFFICIENTLY

The problems described so far, although diverse in soae and back-
Ground, have in common a kind of dynamic logic we havo already referred
to as bookkeeping and traffic control. They have all included the
mechanization of decisions on how to continue, where the criteria are, of
course, fixed. In this sense the machines can think, and the thinking
can be on a large scale and very intricate, but must be routine as
opposed to creative or executive. And in most problems, even though
they are computational, a large part of the work is this making of routine
decisions. This is even true when the problem in not, strictly speaking,
computational, as, for instance, when we set the machines up to play
war games. It is perhaps for this reason that programs for the machines
are commonly called routines. One of the most surprising facts to

emerge from constant attempts to extend the range of applicability of
these machines is that vast portions of our judgments are routine and
can therefore be mechanized. Perhaps these machines should not be
called computers at all; they can do general information transformi=

of which there are other forms than the numerical one of computing;
translating languages is an example.

An example of a large scale information transforming job already
mentioned as a primary function of BRL's Computing Laboratory is the
following: Given large quantities of range data, produce a firing

table. The uho -3 prozedure can be thought of as one huge routine whose
subrcutinos at present use different machines and groups of people.
The poople are ujed less and less within this routine and more and more
in plarzning its mechunization. For example, a big part of the hand
typirnC of the tables ha3 been eliminated because the extraction of
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the tabulated information is performed mechanically upon the computed
trajectories and prepared mechanically for automatic typing. V=e
machine with large internal. stompg become available to us, very
little of the table production procedure will be left nedmaisei;
even checking for be data can be sads routine.

At present, then, more time io spet preparing problems for
comutation than it takes to do the coMptation. go problems are
literally quicker done -than midA. Months ane needal' to prepare
aginst bours to ompute. This is because much Junient is required
In the preparation of routines.

And yet, as usual,9 a largq portion of this Judgment is Itself
routine, wan can asn be sdmnissd. Veshoculd be able to enlist the
machines to help In prepering their own problems for their own solution,
and tbas possibl reduce this preparation time from months to imtes.

let as pans, then, to break down this propartion time. 12ma a
problem, is received, it must fp throuvi foor steps before an1 tim
actual computations are perfoneed. these my be called mlaysis,
error analysis, codin, and code dhekinc.

So analysis steps includess dwo sin the methods to be nud, I.e.
choosing the main subroutines In the routine together with their logical
ordering, and doing such analytic things as wa, substituting one power
series Into another. An exaple of the first type of analysis is the
&p osing of a difference equation approximtion to a differential equation

(*;only strictly nmsrical operations tim 1MeLA pshn ans a"IUio
SIMIStUmOIo =multiliation, and dAYIs1W). We asls hr mm
Judgenst aod would rarely be admised.

2wl secouud stopu, error analysis, also has a large element of yes*Sin
thinkin In it. It shoold therefore be possible In may *mse to arwi
for the error aunlysis at control to be carried on along with te
computation by tim machine. Vs bae mentioned this sort of thinig In
onnection with the problem from mathematical research.

The coding stope, as evszne ts awre, also contains a 3Args element
of tim routine clerical type of thmavt, especially If wll 1-zau methela
are beiM applied. Owe routine element here omsists In putting together
the Instructions theslves. Bat our machines store their orders
exactly as they store their anbers, so that routine operations on their
own or'ders can be carried out medaenically. this ma'.s it possible,
again if the stompg is sufficiently extended, to hav ft machines
automatically assemble their own routines from previously coded edlb-
routines. Oombining this possibility with tim machines' capaility of
doing routine translation, this mesans that it is possible In a mlti-
machine inst3llation. such as NMI s omptin laboratory to cobe problge
In a universal abbreviated cods, -A--en-et of the particular smacbias
2he machines themselves would assemble their codes from previeuely .obje
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subroutines, and then translate the routines into their own code, wing
their own routine choices of storage assignments. This is a univeral, .
semi-aettomatic coding. kiperi ents are being run on the spare time left
IV production cumitments to see how expensive such a procedure would be
in both storage and time.

Te last stage, code-checking, can take considerable time since
human errors in coding are almost bound to appear in long problems,
such as some we have described. The existence of a large library of
standard subroutines would do much to alleviate this situation; the
existence of universal, semi-automatic coding procedur would do
even more.

With these considerations in mind, it is, I believe, apparent wiv so
much box been said about the effect these machines may have on the develop-
ment of mathematics and on the type of personnel needed to program them.

x. Lotkin - mm Memorandum Report No. 693 "Some Problems Solvable on
Computing Machines" (tmposium in Applied Mathematics -
23-24 April 53)

A. A. Bennett - "Some Numerical Computations in Ordnance Problems"
(ftmposium in Applied Math; 29, 29. 30 Apri1 54)

J. von Neumzin - "Distribution of the Patio of Mean Soccessive Difference
to the Variance" - Annals of Math. Stat., 1941

L Cohn - "A Periodic Algoriltbm for Oubic Forms" - Am. Journ. Math. -
Oct. 52

8. Gorn and M. L. Juncosa - SL Report No. W9 - "On the Computational
Procedures for Firing and Bombing Tables"

8. Gorn and R. Moore - = Report No. 893 - "Automatic Error Control,

2e Initial Value Problem in Ordinary Differential Sqpations"

s. oon - sm Report No. 816 - "On the Study of Computational Errors"
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COWMTING ME'MODS FOR THE 30IWION CF

SYSTM OF DIF7ERMI'IAL EQUATIONS

.ryF. J. Murray

The Office of Ordnance Research. hasekindly given me an opportunity to

discuss the work which I have done in connection with computing procedures

for differential equations, and I am grateful for this invitation.

The experience of any individual is necessarily limited, and the methods

which have interested me have been developed in connection with a certain

range of problems and certain types of computing facilities. I must apologize

then if this range is not coincident with your range of interest.

Most of this work arose as a consequence of ccnsultation with the United

States Navy Special Devices Center, and certain theoretical developments were

carried on later under the auspices of the Office of Naval Research. Special

Devices has had a remarkable and interesting range of problems. It has had

considerable responsibility for the eevelopment of design computational procedures

for air vehicles and airborne systems. As you are aware, the original MAC

equipment was developed under SDC auspices.

The application of this equipment is dependent upon the analysis of may

mathematical problems, such as the requirements of real time simulation, overall

system analysis, and the use of digital check solutions. The Cyclone Labora-

tories of the Reeves Instrument Corporation pioneered the use of automatic

digital computing equipment for check solutions for analog comutation. The

experience with the digital check solutions for analog equipment was later

useful for developments such as the present project for the development of an.

operational flight trainer using digital coputation.

In certain of these cases the actual problem in applied mathemitics is

more general than the specific solution of an individual system of differential
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equations. The problems involve classes of systems. For instance, the develop-

ment of analog computing equipr'ent involves questions concerning ranges of

behavior, and, similarly, the major objective in the development of an oper-

ational flight trainer using digital corputation is a flexibility which will

permit the consideration of a reasonable range of aircraft. Thus, it is char-

acteristic of these problems that while they are not specifically tied to

individual systems, nevertheless, like almost all problems in applied mathe-

matics, they do have precise limits.

It seems to me that the first responsibility of an applied mathematician

is to solve the given problem with precisely the generality given to him.

If more than one solution is possible, his objective is to obtain the optimum

solution. Until the given problem is solved, his major interest should not

become involved in any generalization of the given problem. After a specific

problem of a certain type has been solved, the solution itself may give some

light on effective generalizations and tie-ins. The solution may be a small

window which will permit us to see generalizations that are really valuable.

7he work for SDC indicated above has led to two areas of development

which I explored under COR auspices %ith two colleagues. Dr. Viller and I

have developed a general error theory for differential analyzers. (Cf. Rbf.

L andE[] )This is adequate for digital procedures as well as the more

difficult continuous conputer. 3. Winson has modified this theory and applied

the result to Plinear MAC equipment with very interesting results. (Ref. [fJ )

Other developments of this theory were undertaken by the Advisory Board on

Sixulation of the University of Chicago. The latter will also publish an

extended version of the theory. Dr. Brock and I have worked on certain

numerical computing procedures which are applicable to the types of systems of

differential equations which appear in problems for air vehicles. (lbf. 2 and P)
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At present, it seems to me that it is less expensive and more convenient

sto study a system of differential equations of the type which occurs in air

vehicle problems by the use of a continuous differential analyzer properly

supplemented by digital computation, than any other method. Parmeters may

be varied, equations 'simplified', and the equivalent of major design changes

carried out with ease. The person with engineering responsibility for the

design is at all times in intimate contact with his problem. lbrthermore,

real time simulation at present seems to require the use of continuous equip-

ment. I was pleased to note Mr. Wood in the present meeting has independently

made similar remarks concerning the applicability of continuous computers.

There are, however, many problems associated with the use of such equipment.

To check the initial setup and at the same time obtain a preliminary test of

accuracy, a digital check problem is very useful. The size of these problems

nubso automatic computers aseessryo and eritial rein3f sea be abashed 1 a

digital conputaticon

While the use of digital check computation is probably the best manner of

determining the accuracy of the results of a specific study, it is also desirable

to obtain a general theory for the accuracy of continuous differential analyzers.

Mathematically, this means that we must obtain a comparison between the solu-

tions of two systems of differential equations which in some sense approximate

each other*

Mh a camrion is desirable and essential in many other problems besides

error studies for differential analyzers. .In almost every physical applica-

tion of ordinary differential equations, the corresponding problem arises of

comparing the solutions of a known system of differential equations with the

solutions of another system of differential equations which approximates the

first system*
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Now if this problem involved only differential equations of the same order,

the usual existence theory of ordinary differential equations which discusses

the dependence on parameters of two systems of the same order would give an

adequate answer. But both in the case of the error analysis and the other

applications referred to, one has the situation that the two systems to be

compared are of different order. Thus, mathematically, one has the problem

of conparing two systems of differential equations

Fi 0  G 0

where the second system may be of higher order than the first, but the extra

higher derivatives appear in the second system with relatively small partial

derivatives. This is the problem which Dr. K. S. Miller and I solved in our

joint paper in the V.I.T. Journal of Mathematics and Physics. (Ref. 3] )

The review in Mathematical Reviews of this paper gives the incorrect impression

that only a much more specialized problem was considered. Since the major

objective of the paper was exactly this mathematical problem, it was quite

disheartening to find that the generality of the result was ignored.

In order to tackle this problem associated with an increase in order,

one must introduce a new technique. he basis of this technique is the

followings

Around a given fixed solution, one may Olinearize' the given satem of

equations, using the classical existence theory procedure. *Linearization*

of course refers to a process of replacing the given system by a linear system

in which one has constant coefficients. Now the usual rough method of attacking

this is the following One starts with a single solution given over a fixed

interval of the independent variable t. One is trying to study the solutions

with initial conditions close to this one. The fixed t interval is divided

into shorter intervals and on each of these the given system Fi is replaced by
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a set of linear equations with constant coefficients and appropriate forcing

terms. It is not uncommon to use this system to study the original, the claim

then being that if one repeatedly subdivided the given interval and took initial

conditions very near to those of the given solution, one would approximate the

various other solutions.

It does not seem to be widely appreciated that the classical theory of

differential equations permits one to flinearize0 in a much more effective

manner. We may have to use a subdivision of the t interval into a number of

smaller intervals and use as the basic approximation a number of linear systems

with constant coefficients, but one can bass the discussion on a fixed sub-

division of the t interval and the range of initial conditions can also be

considered to be fixed and of finite extent.

Briefly, the process consists of introducing a system of equations,

FIG....,0 -of

with a paramter £lwith the following propertioss Tho system,

Fj(... ,o) a 0,

is the basic approximation, i.e. it is a linear mystem with coefficients which

are constant on intervals and change at most a finite number of times on the

given interval. There is also a value Nfor the parameter much that

i(... 4): 0

is the original, possibly non-linear, system that we wish to study.

We now consider the system

iG.. 40 a 0

This is a system of differential equations ca unknoin functions xI(tC which

normally can be considered to be analytic in the parameter 4. A solution

function xi(t,a) then can be expanded in powers of CEaround C= 0. Thus

xi(tI) G xi(t, 0) (t, o)qL , (t, 0) + ..
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The setup nUt be such that this series converges for d 49 This is the

single assuution made in the whole process and this question has to be explored

in each individual case. However, the theory shows that even if one used a

linearization with coefficients constant for the whole interval, there is a

image of initial conditions for which one has convergence. It my however,

be more convenient and significant to linearize on subintervals.

The above discussion is based on the existence of a single 'clothes line s

solution along which the regions are pinned. K. S. Killer and I have written

a book on existence Theorems which will appear very shortly. (Cf. Ref. 4 )

In this we indicate that there are essentially two classical situations for

existene theorems, cue of these is the 'initial neighborhoods or *n the

mall' theory, the other requires the existence of such a running solution.

In practice the existence of the running solution or a number of such can

be established by computation, and thus coputation and theory aan be utilized

to give a complete theory which is inaccessible by theory alone. Conversely,

the theory gives precise local information not available from computation.

This book is being published by the New York University Press.

Now the linearized equation gives the critical information required for

the linearization. The xi(t,.a) satisfies the linearized system while the

satisfies a linear sstem of equations with the same homogeneom part

but different forcing terms, and so do the . and the higher partials.

Thus, our linearization process refers the original problem to the study
of theX.9 Bach of thoe s of functions satisfies a linear

qstem of equations with constant or interval-constant coefficients. The

qstema for the different sets differ only in the forcing temse.

Now the above linearization permits us to attack our original problem

of c=Wring the solutions of different qstems by linearizing both the given
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system and the approximating system. As far as basic stability is concerned, the

variation in the forcing terms is insignificant. Thus, the final result of

the linearization process is to set up' a corresponding problem on a linear

system of differential equations with constant coefficients or interval-constat

coefficients.

This last problem can be directly attacked. In a linear system, the

increase in order with small coefficients will introduce new modes with large

modal values. Thus, the homogenous equationso for instance, will have solu-

tions with terms in the form e where is large. If has a large positive

real part, this term will make the entire solution-unstable. If A has a lare

negative real part, these terms disappear rapidly, the desired results Further-

more, in this case by proper machine procedure the effects of the additional

terms can be made negligible. There is an intcUrmediate case in which rapid

oscillations can appear.

hess then are the major possible effects of the increase in order. We

refer to these as the effect. In addition, a differential analyzser amy

be perturbed so as to chinge the equation without increasing the order. These

we call 4L errors. A differential analyzer is also dependent on stored infozuam-

tion. A perturbation in this stored information we call a 6 error. It is

possible to analyze the growth of error in digital method of solution in tern.

of B errors. The truncation errors and the round-off effect at each step

am be considered as a perturbation on stored information. (Of. Tbf. Ell)
The use of digital check solutions requires a precise analysis of the error

In the solution since the solution must be good enough to serve as a standard

but not so good as to represent a waste of couputation. By means of the above

discussion of a errors, the problem can be referred back to the error at each

step. in general this consists of a truncation error and round off errors.
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let us consider the truncation error. This will be dependent on the

method of integration used. The earlier automatic sequence digital calculators

had very limited memory available and it was urged that one use methods like the

Ruge-Iatta method which are not dependent on the storage of previously calcu-

lated results. However, this argument does not appeal to me except in the case

of extremely limited storage and very simple equations since the total amount

of ccnputation is tripled in the more general cases. Instead I would prefer

methods like the Milne "open' and *closed* or simply *open" procedures, where

the previously calculated values of the derivatives are utilized over again

t. obtain higher order approximations. The additional storage 1%quired is

seldorr significant.

Among other advantages, one can readily calculate the truncation error

for a p'th order open process if the (p+ 2)nd derivative is reasonably constant

over the interval Involved in the integration prosesse

p + &(p + 2) X•
,.h dl

One can obtain a similar expression for the truncation error for the closed

step,

BphP+ 1 d p 2)

dt

so that if one performs an open step and then a closed step, the difference

is a fixed constant multiple of the truncation error for either step. One

can show that there is relatively little advantage in going beyond the first

closed step. (Of. Ref. [51)

Since the error for the closed step is definitely smaller than that for

the open procedure, this would indicate that the prefered method might be an

open and closed process at each step. However, this means that one is doing
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twice the work of a single open step 9 so that one should e~are tUe open and

closed procedure constant with an open procedure for one half the interval,

i.e. should be comipared with A,/2P. If these quantities are coparable, the

open method with the mileor interval in preferable since the hypotheses of

the discussion are more strongly fulfilled.

I have used this procedure but with every tenth step an open followed by

a closed so that one an estimate the errors. (nsf. [LIP

7he total error am be obtained in two ways. One is the detailed I errora

method Indicated above. On the other hand# the a error theory shows that under

reasonable general circumstances the total error is linear in the individual

truncation errors. If possible, one should therefore repeat the procedure

with half the Interval, 7br if we use half the interval, the erro5 Is cut

dowon to 1/2P' its former value so that the difference between the original

solution and the solution with half the Interval Is clew to the total em.:4

for the first. Incidesitally, the Nezrpolation to sero' procss aiggete

by this is based on certain assmtIons concerning the order of the error and

In ef fect improvcx the answer only by an increase in cue in the ozdez. ftek

an Improvment in the order could be obtained directly by the open lategUla

process In the analytic case with less comutation*

Normal numerical analysis is based an the approzlution of arbitrary

functions by polynomials. fliis is the reason for the assuq~tion mad. aboe,

that the hioost derivative should be esseatially a constant. Howevero In the

differential equations which we have considered, one can obtain an appwoziniato

c~prossion valid over a larger region if , instead of using polynamials, one

uses linear combinations of exponentials. lbrtheruore, the 9linearizaticaf

referred. to above memo to Indicate that emposatials would be preferable m

also what 03WOmmUtia fUnctions to0 use.
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This of course raised the problem of extending the usual results of

numerical analysis to the situation in which linear combinations of exponential*

are used instead of polynomials. One can regard the polynomial case, in fact,

as a special case of the exponential.

This was basically the problem that Dr. Brock and I considered in our

paper on the use of exponential sums in integration. (Cf. Ref. £2]) we

considered specifically the processes for open and closed integration, and by

the use of certain determinants we obtained formlae which described the

truncation error for various types of integration. The method we used for

evaluating the error is applicable to any integration process which uses equally

spaced points end is linear in the value of the integrand. 1hese of course

include such methods as the open and closed Milne process, Rlunge-3atta, etc.

These formulae specialize in the case of polynomials to a resuit 1hiOh Is more

convenient to use than the usual derivative relation.
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